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STUDENT AND TEACHER INFORMED
Q: Skills for Success is the result of an extensive development process involving thousands
of teachers and hundreds of students around the world, Their views and opinions helped
shape the content of the series. Q is grounded in teaching theory as well as real-world
classroom practice, making it the most learner-centered series available.
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Scope and Sequence

xiv

Unit 1

Q: What makes someone a hero?

2

Unit 2

Q: What makes you want to buy something?

28

Q: What important lessons do we learn

54

Reading 1: The Good Teen
Reading 2: Bird by Bird

Q: How does the environment affect our health?

80

Q: How important is art?

104

Reading 1: Two Styles of Songwriting
Reading 2: What Does ItTake to Be a Successful Artist?

Unit 6

Q: Should science influence what we eat?

130

Reading 1: Eating Well: Less Science,
More Common Sense
Reading 2: Anatomy of a Nutrition Trend

Unit 7

Q: Does school prepare you for work?

156

Q: Is discovery always a good thing?

182

Q: Have humans lost their connection to nature?

206

Q: Why is it important to play?
Reading 1: The Promise of Play
Reading 2: Child's Play: It's Not Just for Fun

Online Practice Reading :
Turning Food Into Science

_Q
-.Q
_Q

Online Practice Rea.ding:
The Comfort of Nature .

Reading 1: Survival School
Reading 2: Man Against Nature

Unit 10

Online Practice Reading:
Thinking about Art

Online Practice Reading:
New Discoveries about Diseases

Reading 1: A Tribe Is Discovered
Reading 2: The Kipunji

Unit 9

-.Q
-.Q

Online Practice Reading:
Work That Gets You Hired

Reading 1: From Studentto Employee
Reading 2: Making My First Post-College Decision

Unit 8

_Q

Online Practice Reading:
Healthy Community Design

Reading 1: Can Climate Change Make Us Sicker? .
Reading 2: Tips for a Greener Planet: And a Happier,
Healthier You

Unit 5

S QOnline Practice

Reading:
Siblings and Social Skills

as children?

Unit 4

S QOnline Practice

Reading:
Think Before You Buy

Reading 1: So Much Dead Space
Reading 2: Now on Stage: Your Home!

Unit 3

S QOnline Practice

Reading:
Taking Responsibility for
Your Actions

Reading 1: We All Need a Hero
Reading 2: Everyday People Changing the World

230

ClQ

Online Practice Reading:
A Movie Review of Babies

vi i

Q connects critical thinking, language skills,
and learning outcomes.
LANGUAGE SKILLS

Explicit skills instruction enables
students to meet their academic
and professional goals.

Clearly identified learning outcomes focus
students on the goal of their instruction.

• ••••
••••••••
•••••••••
••••••••••
••••••
••

Unit QUESTION

How important
is art?

PREVIEW THE UNIT

o

Discuss these questions with your classmates.
What kind of art do you like best: for example, painting,
sculpture. music? Why?
Why do people become professional artists? What
difficulties do you think artists face?
Look at the photo. What is happening? Why are the people
taking pictures?

o
o

Discuss the Unit Question above with your classmates.
Li,ltn 10 Tht QClouroom, Tru. 14 on C01. loht. ,otl.t ranfWt".

105

CRITICAL THINKING

Thought-provoking unit questions engage
students with the topic and provide a critical
thinking framework for the unit.

Having the learning outcome is important because it gives students and
teachers a clear idea of what the point of each task/activity in the unit is.
Lawrence Lawson, Palomar College, California

viii
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LANGUAGE SKILLS
Two reading texts provide
input on the unit question
and give exposure to
academic content.

What Does It Take to Be a Successful Artist?
Why do some artists make W? Why do others fail? Is it possible that
successful artists share certain character traits? They probably do.
Although they may have different styles and interests, they have a lot in
common, too. You can call it what you
will: passion, drive, persistence.
The amateur rarely has it. The
professional artist generally does.
It may emerge as fierce ambition or
infinite patience. The true artist
shows a willingness to work hard,
no matter what. Time barely matters;
only the creative result is important.
2

For example, when the artist Ralph
Fasanella read about a millworkers'2
strike3 that happened in Lawrence,
Massachusetts in 1912, he decided
he had to go there himself to see the
town. After arriving, he checked into a
cheap hotel, spent the evenings in the

Roses and Beetle by Vincent van Gogh

l:t •• l.,!l .... II~I;.I~lC"l

ct

WHAT

Students discuss their opin ions of
each reading text and analyze how
it changes their perspective on the
unit question.

Do You THINK?

A. Discuss the questions in a group. Then choose one question and write
one paragraph in response.

1. What qualities does the author of Reading 2 say are needed to become a

successful artist? Which of these qualities do you have?
2. Do you agree that artists have to put their art before everything else to
achieve greatness? Explain your reasons.

,

One of the best features is your focus on developing
materials of a high "interest level."
Troy Hammond, Tokyo Gakugei University,
International Secondary School, Japan
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Explicit skills instruction prepares students
for academic success.
LANGUAGE SKILLS
Explicit instruction and practice in reading,
vocabl,Jlary, grammar, and writing skills help
students achieve language proficiency.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Practice activities allow students to
master the skills before they are
evaluated at the end of the unit.

d

WHAT Do You THINK?
Discuss the questions in a group. Then choose one qu estion and write freely
for five to ten minutes in response.

L What makes someone an artist? Do you think a "real" artist relics more on
craft or instinct?

Their life stories couldn't be more different. Billie
Holiday was bam in 1915 and had a very difficult life. Her
childhood was tough. and she was very poor until she
became a successful singer. In contrast, Norah Jones's
parents are a famous musician and a dancer. and she
was able to attend good schools and colleges. In spite
of their different backgrounds, both Holiday and Jones
became very successful and famous. Billie Holiday had
many hit records, performed concerts at famous venues
like Carnegie Hall in New York, and has many songs in the Grammy Hall of Fame.
Similarly, Norah Jones's first album, Come Away with Me. won eight Grammy
Awards, and she has performed concerts in cities all over the world.

2. When you have to solve a creative problem, do you rely more on craft or
inspiration? Why?

'it¥timi®i. 'hfiMfi'jjf·i1,j, . ·m,;\,I·M#,.ju!l.iMIMIf1
e

forSucce ..

For information on

other (ommon ways
of organizing the
ideas in a texl,look
back at the ReClding

Skill box on page 88.

Writers compare and contrast information in order to examine the similarities
and differences between two subjects. Comparisons show the subjects'
similarities, while con trasts examine their differences. There are many different
ways that texts can be organized when writers compare and contrast inform ation.
You can use a si mple T -chart to quickly identify and separate the i nformation
about the two subjects. For example, look at the first paragraph o f Readi ng I and
the chart below.

1-

Because of their different life stories, they had very
different musical training. Jones took piano lessons as
a child, and studied jazz piano at the University of North
Texas. In contrast, Holiday had no musical training. She
learned from musicians around her and invented her own
unique style of singing. Likewise. Jones had very little
formal training as a singer, and learned her way of singing
from listening to musicians and recordings. especially

There are two basic ~schools" of songwriting nowadays: one based on
craft and the other based on instinct. ~ are people who essentially
writ e from nine to five every day five days a week, whereas ~

I

w riters work only when they are inspired. Craft writers sometimes say that
instinctive writers are "iust lucky" while instinctive writers may call ~
its problems.

L

Craft writers

Instinctive writers
write only when they feel inspired

to five

some say instinctive writers are

some say craft writers are machines

just lucky

Billi~ HolidlY

Billie Holiday's records.
In many ways, their music. performance style. and abilities are very similar.
Both are mainly jau singers although Nora Jones performs other music as well.
Whereas Bi llie Holiday only sang jazz songs, Jones also sings country and pop
songs. Both often sing quiet. emotional songs that are tragic or sad. Nonetheless.
Jones also sings some faster pop songs. Finally, Jones and Holiday are both
songwriters as well as singers. Jones. however. is better known as a writer than
Holiday is.
tlove both these singers' music . Billie Holiday's voice is very unusual and

"assembly-line machines." Each approach has its advantages, and each has

write songs every day, from nine

=""'~----

beautiful , which is why she is known as one of the best jazz singers ever. Norah
Jones also has her own unique Singing style. which sometimes surprises me or
makes me laugh. Nevertheless, her style of singing reminds me of Billie Holiday.
This makes me think that Jones deeply appreciates Holiday as well. and makes
me enjoy both of their music even more.

You can also divide the information fu rth er by adding categories or topiC areas
down the side of the chart. (Look at the chart on the top of page 113. ) After you
chart the information, you can easily examine the ideas for similarities
and differences.

I. W hat is the thesi s statem ent? Underline it.

2. How is the essay organized? _ _ __

_

_ _ __

3. W h y do you think the author organized the eSS3)' this way?
112

UNITS

Howimportanlisart?

122

,
x

UNIT S

How important is art?

The tasks are simple, accessible, user-friendly, and very useful.

Jessica March, American University of Sharjah, u.A.E.

I Quick Guide
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Q Online Practice provid es all new content
for additional practice in an easy-to-use
online workbook. Every student book
includes a Q Online Practice access
Vocabulary Skill Using the dictionary
code card. Use the access code to register
Finding the correct meaning
for your Q Online Practice account at
There are many words that have the same spelling and pronunciation but www.Qonlinepractice.com.
meanings. These words are called homonyms.

[

bank (n .): an organization that provides various finan cial services

My salary is paid directly into my bank.
bank (n.) : th e side of a river and the land near it

He jumped into t he river and swam to the opposite bank.

A. Look at the dictionary entry for craft. Check (,/) the correct information.

~

1. Craft can be used as:

-f

0
0
0
0

an adjective
an adverb
a noun
a verb

2. Craft can mean:

0
0
0
0
0
0

a boat
a skill
fr ightening
strange
to make
to give

-::=:::::::-----lll~ltI!malmll!aL____

craft
/krre.ft/ noun, verb
• noun 1 Ie, u] a n activity inVO]Vi: 9 a sp ecial sKill al m aki ng

thi ngs with your hands: traditional crafts like basket- wea ving
craft (a ir/ workshop :> see a lso A RTS AND CRAFTS 2
[sing.] a llihe skills needed fo r a particula r activity: chefs who
learned their craft in five-star hotels . the writer's craft 3 [ul
lformol. disapproving) skill in making people bel ieve what
you w ant them to believe: He knew how to win by craft and
diplomacy what he could not gain by force. 4 [e J (pl. craft) a
boat or shi p : Hundreds of small craft bobbed around the liner as
it steamed into tile harbor. • a /a nding/ p /easurecraft 5 Ie] (pl.
craft) an a ircra ft o r SPACECRAFT
• verb [usually passive] -- sth 10 make som et hing usi n g
specia l skills. especially w ith you r hands SYN FASHIO N: All
the furnilUre is crafted from natural materials. • a ca refully
crafted speech !) see also ffANOCRA FTED
• a

A research-based vocabulary
program focuses students on
the words they need to know
academically and professionally,
using skill strategies based
on the same research as the
Oxford dictionaries.

All d ictionary entries are taken from the Oxford AdvoncedAmerican Oicrianoryfor leamers of fnglish

All dictionary entries are taken
from the Oxford Advanced American
Dictionary for learners of English .

The Oxford Advanced American Dictionary for learners of English was
developed with English learners in mind, and provides extra learning tools
fo r pronunciation, verb types, basic grammar structures, and more.
The Oxford 3000™ I'
The Oxford 3000 encompasses the 3000 most important words to
learn in English. It is based on a comprehensive analysis of the Oxford
English Corpus, a two-billion word collection of English text, and on
extensive research with both language and pedagogical experts.
The Academic Word List r.am
The Academic Word List wa s created by Averil Coxhead and
contains 570 words that are commonly used in academic
English, such as in textbooks or articles across a wide range
of academic subject areas. These words are a great place to
start if you are studying English for academic purposes.
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Clear I~arning outcomes focus students on
the goals of instruction.

liMioi,l"q,i'

A
'C

Write a compare and contrast essay

I

A culminating unit
assignment evaluates the
students' mastery of the
learning outcome.

cln this assignment, you will write a five-paragraph essay to compare and
ontrast two artists, performers, or works of art. As you prepare your essay,
think about the Unit Question, "How important is art?" and refer to the
Self-Assessment checklist on page 128. Use information from Readings 1
and 2 and your work in this unit to support your ideas.
or alternative unit assignments, see the Q: Skills for Success Teacher's Handbook.

PLAN AND WRITE
A. 1:I;!JI~~nol;U11 Follow these steps to help you gather ideas for your
essay. Write your ideas in your notebook.
Work with a partner. Brainstorm ideas for the topic of your essay. You can
choose two artists (such as painters, musicians, or writers) or two works
of art (such as paintings, songs, books, poems, or movies) . Choose pairs
of subj ects that you think have an interesting or important relationship to
each other.

Track Your Success allows
students to assess their
own progress and
provides guidance on
remediation.

Check (,f) the skills you learned. If you need more work on a skill, refer to the
pagels) in parentheses.

READING
VOCABULARY
WRITING
GRAMMAR

I can understand compare and contrast organization.
(p. 11 2)
I can use a dictionary to understand the meanings of
homonyms. (p. 119)
I can write a compare and contrast essay. (p. '21)
I can use subordinators and transitions to compare and
contrast. (p. '24)
I can compare and contrast two artists. performers. or
works of art that share an interesting relationship.

,

Students can check their learning .. . and they can focus on the essential
points when they study.

Suh Yoomi, Seoul, South Korea
xii
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Q Online Practice
For the student
• Easy-to-use: a simple interface allows students to focus on
enhancing their reading and writing skills, not learning a
new software program
• Flexible: for use anywhere there's an Internet connection
• Access code card: a Q Online Practice access code is
included with this book- use the access code to register
for Q Online Practice at www.Qonlinepractice.com
For the teacher

I

· Simple yet powerful: automatically grades student exercises and tracks progress
• Straightforward: online management system to review, print, or export reports
• Flexible: for use in the classroom or easily assigned as homework
• Access code card: contact your sales rep for your Q Online Practice teacher's access code

Teacher Resources

Q :Skills for Success
READ ING AND WRITI NG

Q Teacher's Handbook gives strategic support through:
• specific teaching notes for each activity
• ideas for ensuring student participation
• multilevel strategies and expansion activities
• the answer key
• special sections on 21 st century skills and critical thinking
• a Testing Program CD-ROM with a customizable test for each unit

Q Class Audio includes:
• reading texts
• The Q Classroom
For additional resources visit the
Q: Skills for Success companion website at

www.oup.com/eltiteacher/ Qskillsforsuccess

,

It's a n interesting, enga ging serie s which prov ides plenty of materials
that are easy to use in class, as well a s instructionally promising.

,

Donald Weasenforth, Collin College, Texa s

I
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UNIT

What makes
someone·a hero?
READING 1: We All Need a Hero
A Book Excerpt (Cultural
Anthropology)
READING 2: Everyday People
Changing the World
An Online Article (Education
and Social Issues)

you want to
buy something?
READING 1: So Much
Dead Space
An Article from a Professional
Publicatio"n (Psychology
and Business)

READING

WRITING

• Read subheadings to anticipate
content of a reading
• Complete a chart to capture main ideas
• Preview text and predict what a text is
about using a variety of strategies
• Read for main ideas
• Read for details
• Use glosses and footnotes to
aid comprehension
• Read and recognize different text types

• Develop a paragraph: topic
sentence, supporting sentences,
and concluding sentence
• Write an analysis paragraph
• Plan before writing
• Make an outline
• Revise, edit, and rewrite
• Give feedback to peers and self-assess

• Annotate and highlight a text to
identify important ideas
• Use a graphic organizer to
understand reasons
• Preview text using a variety of strategies
• Read for main ideas
• Read for details
• Use glosses and footnotes to
aid comprehension
• Read and recognize different text types

• Use adjectives, sensory language, and
details to create descriptive language
• Write a descriptive essay
• Plan before writing
• Make an outline
• Revise, edit, and rewrite
• Give feedback to peers and self-assess

• Locate specific information in a text
to understand context better
• Make inferences·to improve comprehension
and understand a text more deeply
• Preview text using a variety of strategies
• Read for main ideas
• Read for details
• Use glosses and footnotes to
aid comprehension
• Read and recognize different text types

• Use time words and clauses to
express the order of events
• Write a narrative essay with an
introduction, body, and conclusion
• Plan before writing
• Make an outline
• Revise, edit, and rewrite
• Give feedback to peers and self-assess

READING 2: Now on Stage:
Your Home!
A Magazine Article (Design
and Marketing)

What important
lessons do we
learn as children?
READING 1: The Good Teen
A News Magazine Article
(Developmental Psychology)
READING 2: Bird by Bird
A Memoir Excerpt (Writing)

xiv

I Scope and Sequence

VOCABULARY

I

·

GRAMMAR

CRITICAL THINKING

UNIT OUTCOME

• Use the dictionary to
expand vocabulary
• Match definitions
• Define new terms
• Learn selected
vocabulary words from
t he Oxford 3000 and t he
Academic Word List

• Restrictive relative clauses

• Exp lain ideas to demonstrate
comprehension
• Compare information
using a chart
• Support opinions w ith
reasons and examples
• Reflect on the unit question
• Connect ideas across
texts or readings
• Express ideas/ reactions/
opinions oral ly and in writing
• Apply unit tips and use
Q Online Practice to become
a strategic learner

• Analyze the qualities that
make a person a hero
and provide examples
of the accomp lis hments
of heroes.

• Recognize collocations
with nouns in order to
learn patterns of usage
• Match definitions
• Defi ne new terms
• Learn selected
vocabu lary words from
the Oxford 3000 and the
Academic Word List

• Definite and
indefinite articles

• Discuss questions in a group
to clarify understanding
of new material
• Apply new information to
your own experience
• Refl ect on the unit question
• Connect ideas across
texts or readings
• Express ideas/ reactions/
op inions ora lly and in writing
• Apply unit tips and use
Q Online Practice to become
a strategic learner

• Describe aspects of a
product or service to
make someone want
to purchase or use it.

• Bui ld vocabu lary using
prefixes and suffixes
• Match definitions
• Defi ne new terms
• Learn selected
vocabu lary words from
the Oxford 3000 and t he
Academic Word List

• Past perfect

• Relate information to your
own experience to remember
and understand it better
• Reflect on the unit question
• Connect ideas across
texts or readings
• Exp ress ideas/ reactions/
opinions oral ly and in writing
• Apply unit tips and use
Q Online Practice to become
a st rateg ic learner

• Relate a persona l memory
of someone or something
that influenced you when
you were younger.
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UNIT

How does the
environment affect
our health?
READING 1: Can Climate
.Change Make Us Sicker?
ANewspaper Article (Health
and Public Policy)

READING

WRITING

• Understand purpose and types of
organization patterns to read more critically
• Preview text using a variety of strategies
• Read for main ideas
• Read for details
• Use glosses and footnotes to
aid comprehension
• Read and recognize different text types

• Identify hooks, thesis statements,
and topic sentences
• Write a five-paragraph problem and
solution essay
• Plan before writing
• Make an outline
• Revise, edit, and rewrite
• Give feedback to peers and self-assess

• Locate specific information in a
text to understand main ideas
• Use compare and contrast organization
to examine similarities and differences
between two subjects
• Preview text using a variety of strategies
• Read for main ideas
• Read for details
• Use glosses and footnotes to
aid comprehension
• Read and recognize different text types

• Identify patterns of organization in
compare and contrast essays
• Write a five-paragraph compare and
contrast essay
• Plan before writing
• Make an outline
• Revise, edit, and rewrite
• Give feedback to peers and self-assess

• Recognize a writer's bias to better
evaluate his or her ideas
• Preview text using a variety of strategies
• Read for main ideas
• Read for details
• Use glosses and footnotes to
aid .comprehension
• Read and recognize different text types

• Identify patterns of organization
in a cause and effect essay
• Write a five-paragraph cause and effect essay
• Plan before writing
• Make an outline
• Revise, edit, and rewrite
• Give feedback to peers and self-assess

READING 2: Tips for a Greener
Planet: And a Happier,
Healthier You
An Online Article
(Consumer Tips)

How important
is art?
READING l:Two Styles of
Songwriting
A Book Excerpt (Music and
Writing)
READING 2: What Does It Take
to Be a Successful Artist?
A Book Excerpt (Art)

Should science
influence what
we eat?
READING 1: Eating We": Less
Science, More Common Sense
A Magazine Article (Nutrition
and Diet)
READING 2: Anatomy of a
Nutrition Trend
An Online Magazine Article
(Marketing and Sociology)

xvi

I

Scope and Sequence

VOCABULARY

GRAMMAR

CRITICAL THINKING

UNIT OUTCOME

• Learn synonyms to
expand your vocabulary
and add variety to your
writing and speaking
• Match definitions
• Define new terms
• Learn selected
vocabulary words from
the Oxford 3000 and the
Academic Word List

• Real conditionals

• Anticipate problems and
propose solutions
• Use charts to clarify the
relationships between ideas
and to focus on main points
• Reflect on the unit question
• Connect ideas across
texts or readings
• Express ideas/ reactions/
opinions orally and in writing
• Apply unit tips and use
Q Online Practice to become
a strategic learner

• Identify and describe a
harmful environmental
issue and propose
a possible solution
to the problem.

• Use the dictionary to
distinguish between
homonyms
• Match definitions
• Define new terms
• Learn selected
vocabulary words from
the Oxford 3000 and the
Academic Word List

• Subordinators and
transitions to compare
and contrast

• Use a chart to categorize
similarities and differences
• Support your opinion with
reasons and examples
• Reflect on the unit question
• Connect ideas across
texts or readings
• Express ideas/ reactions/
opinions orally and in writing
• Apply unit tips and use
Q Online Practice to become
a strategic learner

• Compare and contrast
two artists, performers, or
works of art that share an
interesting relationship.

• Use collocations with
prepositions to express
cause and effect
• Match definitions
• Define new terms
• Learn selected
vocabulary words from
the Oxford 3000 and the
Academic Word List

• Agents with the
passive voice

• Apply information to
your own life
• Compare and contrast
trends in different fields
• Use a T-chart to analyze
cause and effect
• Reflect on the unit question
• Connect ideas across
texts or readings
• Express ideas/ reactions/
opinions orally and in writing
• Apply unit tips and use
Q Online Practice to become
a strategic learner

• Express your opinions
about the positive or
negative effects of science
on the food we eat.
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UNIT

prepare you
for work?
READING 1: From Student
to Employee
A Magazine Article (Education
and Business)

READING

WRITING

• Locate specific information in a text
• Use an outline to understand how a
text is organized and to aid study
• Preview text using a variety of strategies
• Read for main ideas
• Read for details
• Use glosses and footnotes to
aid comprehension
• Read and recognize different text types

• Compare two summaries
• Write a summary
• Plan before writing
• Make an outline
• Revise, edit, and rewrite
• Give feedback to peers and self-assess

• Understand the purpose of quoted speech
• Distinguish fact from opinion
• Preview text using a variety of strategies
• Read for main ideas
• Read for details
• Use glosses and footnotes to
aid comprehension
• Read and recognize different text types

• Summarize information from
an opinion essay
• Write a five-paragraph opinion essay
• Plan before writing
• Make an outline
• Revise, edit, and rewrite
• Give feedback to peers and self-assess

• Identify sources of information
• Take episodic notes on a narrative
• Preview text using a variety of strategies
• Read for main ideas
• Read for details
• Use glosses and footnotes to
aid comprehension
• Read and recognize different text types

• Use different types of sentence types
(passive, reported speech, etc.) to
add variety to your writing
• Write a five-paragraph narrative essay
• Plan before writing
• Make an outline
• Revise, edit, and rewrite
• Give feedback to peers and self-assess

• Identify counterarguments and refutations
to better evaluate ideas in a text
• Complete a chart to capture main ideas
• Preview text using a variety of strategies
• Read for main ideas
:. Read for details
• Use glosses and footnotes to
aid comprehension
• Read and recognize different text types

• Understand the elements
of a persuasive essay
• Write a five-paragraph persuasive essay
• Plan before writing
• Make an outline
• Revise, edit, and rewrite
• Give feedback to peers and self-assess

READING 2: Making My First
Post-College Decision
A Blog Posting (Careers)

Is discovery always
a good thing?
READI NG 1: A Tribe Is
Discovered
A Newspaper Article
(Anthropology)
READING 2: The Kipunji
Online Articles (Zoology)

Have humans lost
their connection
to nature?
READING 1: Survival School
A Newspaper Article (Narrative)
READING 2: Man Against Nature
A Newspaper Article
(Suburban Ecology)

Why is it important
to play?
READING 1: The Promise of Play
A Book Excerpt (Psychology)
READING 2: C"ild's Play: It's
Not Just for Fun
An Article (Child
Development)

xviii

I Scope and Sequence

VOCABULARY

GRAMMAR

CRITICAL THINKING

UNIT OUTCOME

• Learn to recognize
different word forms to
expand your vocabulary
• Match definitions
• Define new terms
• Learn selected
vocabulary words from
the Oxford 3000 and the
Academic Word List

• Reported speech with
the present tense

• Justify your opinions
• Apply and compare
new information to your
own experience
• Evaluate advantages and
disadvantages of a situation
• Reflect on the unit question
• Connect ideas across
texts or readings
• Express ideas/reactions/
opinions orally and in writing
• Apply unit tips and use
Q Online Practice to become
a strategic learner

• Summarize important
points of a text by
paraphrasing the
author's purpose, thesis
statement, main ideas,
and conclusions.

• Use word roots to
understand the meaning
of unfamiliar words
• Match definitions
• Define new terms
• Learn selected
vocabulary words from
the Oxford 3000 and the
Academic Word List

• Adverb phrases of reason

• Assess benefits and
risks of an action
• Synthesize information from
texts and your experience
• Reflect on the unit question
• Evaluate and reach consensus
on a candidate's work
• Connect ideas across
texts or readings
• Express ideas/ reactions/
opinions orally and in writing
• Apply unit tips and use
Q Online Practice to become
a strategic learner

• State and defend your
opinion about whether
a specific discovery or
type of exploration is
a good or bad thing .

• Recognize metaphoric
language
• Match definitions
• Define new terms
• Learn selected
vocabulary words from
the Oxford 3000 and the
Academic Word List

• Parallel structure
and ellipsis

• Make a decision based on careful
examination of information
• Reflect on the unit question
• Connect ideas across
texts or readings
• Express ideas/reactions/
opinions orally and in writing
• Apply unit tips and use
Q Online Practice to become
a strategic learner

• Relate a story about
how people connect
with nature in a positive
or negative way.

• Use collocations
with prepositions to
expand vocabulary
and improve fluency
• Match definitions
• Define new terms
• Learn selected
vocabulary words from
the Oxford 3000 and the
Academic Word List

• Adverb clauses of
concession

• Hypothesize what another
person might think or do
• Understand opposing
points of view
• Use a chart to understand the
connections between ideas
• Reflect on the unit question
• Connect ideas across
texts or readings
• Express ideas/reactions/
opinions orally and in writing
• Apply unit tips and use
Q Online Practice to become
a strategic learner

• Make arguments to
persuade readers that
video games are helpful
or harmful to children.

,
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Unit QUESTION

What makes
someone a hero?

PREVIEW THE UNIT

o

Discuss these questions with your classmates.
Why are stories about superheroes so popular with people
of all ages?
Who is a hero in your life? Why do you consider this
person heroic?
Look at the photo. How is this person showing heroism?

o

Discuss the Unit Question above with your classmates.

t>

listen to The Q Classroom, Track 2 on CD 1, to hear other answers.

3

"m

:0

~ Many different kinds of people have spoken about heroism. Read the

<

quotations below and discuss the following questions with a partner.

m

:e

1. What does each quotation mean?

~

2. Do you agree with the quotation? Why or why not?

:::I:

m

c:
Z

~

"I believe there's a hero in all of us who keeps us honest, gives
us strength, makes us noble, and finally allows us to die with
pride, even though sometimes we have to be steady, and give
up the thing we want the most. Even our dreams:'
-May Parker (Aunt May), from the movie Spider-Man 2
(Columbia Pictures, 2004)

o

How is an ordinary person different from a hero? Think of as many ideas
as you can in one minute and write them in the chart. Then discuss your
ideas with a partner and add your partner's ideas to the chart.
Qualities of a hero

4
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Qualities of an ordinary person

•.••e...
"

•••

READING

READING 1 I

We All Need a Hero

VOCABULARY
Here are some words from Reading 1. Read the sentences. Then write each
bold word or phrase next to the correct definition.
1.

Heroes are people who embody the best human qualities.

2. Superheroes succeed because they have the resolve to keep fighting even
when a situation seems hopeless.
3. I will pursue my goal to be an engineer even though it will be difficult.
4. Winning the competition was an incredible achievement for such a
young player.
5. When you set goals, don't be constrained by your present situation. If you
can dream it, you can do it.
6. The actor has not been in a movie for ten years, but he still aspires
to stardom.
7. Skydiving is an inherently dangerous sport.
8. We all want to be acknowledged for our good deeds and the things we do
to help others.
9. He had a hard life, but the adversity and challenges he faced made him a
stronger person.
10. She had to confront the problem even though she was frightened.
11. I prefer my usual routine and am not inclined to try new things.
12. The first witness's version of the accident was quite different from the
second witness's version.
a. _ __ _ _ _ _ _ (adj. + prep.) recognized or shown appreciation
for something
b. _ __ _ _ _ _ _ (n .) a strong determination to do something

c. _ _ _ _ ____ (adv.) being a basic part of something that cannot
be removed
d. _ __ _ _ _ __ (v. + prep.) to have a strong desire to do or

become something
Reading ana Writing
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e. _ _ _ _ _ _ __ (adj.) limited by something or someone

f. _ ______ _

(n.) a difficult or unpleasant situation

g. _ _ _ _ _ _ __ (n.) something that has been done successfully,
especially through hard work or skill

h. _ _ _ _ _- - - (v.) to deal with a problem or difficult situation
i. _ _-----=e=m=b--"'o=d"'-y_ _ _ (v.) to represent an idea or quality .

j. _ _ _ _ __ _ _ (adj.) wanting to do something

k. _ _ _ _ __ _ _

(n.) a form of something that is different from
another form of the same thing

1. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ (v.) to try to achieve something over a period of time

e

When you preview a text, you look through it quickly to learn general
information. To preview:

for Success

When you write
a research paper,
you need to get
information from
many sources.
Previewing many
books and articles
will help you
decide which ones
are important for
your research.

• Read the title of the text.
• Look at any charts, graphs, pictures, or captions.
• Skim the text for subheadings. Subheadings indicate important ideas that
will be developed in the text.
Previewing will help you predict what the text is about and prepare you to better
understand it.

PREVIEW READING

1

A. You are going to read an excerpt from the book Superheroes and
Philosophy by Jeph Loeb and Tom Morris. Read the title of the chapter
and look at the pictures on page 8. Write two things you think the text
might be about.

1.

2.

6
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B. Skim through the excerpt and read the subheadings. Then look at the
pairs of sentences below. Check (J') one idea in each pair that you think
might be developed in the text.
l. D The qualities of superheroes

D Descriptions of specific superheroes
Spider-Man

2. D What superheroes do to help others

D How superheroes can inspire us
3. D Why superheroes give us courage

D Why superheroes may frighten us
4. D How superheroes can set an example

D Examples of different superheroes

O) Track
CD1 3

Read the excerpt and confirm your predictions.

We All Need a Hero
Many writers, artists, and other people
who create the stories of superheroes believe
that these characters embody our deepest
hopes and fears. They feel that superheroes
represent our highest ambitions and help us
deal with our worst nightmares. Superheroes
face questions we will all have to face in
the future, and they shed new light on 1 our
present condition. In addition, they do all
this in a way that gives us a new sense of
direction and resolve in our own lives.
Defining a Superhero
2

Let's start with a simple question. What is a
superhero? What sets a superhero apart from
a normal person? Well, first of all, they tend
to look a bit different. Some wear capes . . .
Some of them have cool gadgets ... They wear
a lot of tight clothes ... As a rule, superheroes
have powers and abilities far beyond ordinary
human abilities. But most importantly, every

I

one of them pursues justice, helps
people who cannot help themselves, and
fights evil 'with the force of good.
3

Superheroes are extraordinarily
powerful people who have both strengths
and weaknesses. They typically have
superpowers-the ability to fly or to leap
over tall buildings-or at least normal
human abilities that they have developed to a
superhuman level. But while the "super" parts
are certainly impressive, we can never forget
the "hero" element as well. There are limits to
how writers and artists may portray them. A
superhero must possess a noble character that
guides him or her into worthy achievements.
Superheroes may have dark thoughts, just like
any human being, but that darkness must be
constrained by their desire to do the right
thing or the story is not superheroic. So, not
every costumed crime fighter is necessarily
a hero, and not every character that has
superpowers is necessarily a superhero.

shed new light on: to reveal something new about something

Reading and Writing
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Hope and the Superhero
4

5

The image of the superhero is both
inspirational and aspirational. When they
are portrayed well in stories and movies,
superheroes present us with something that we
can all aspire to. Plato, the Greek philosopher,
believed that good is inherently attractive.
What is good will pull us in its direction as
long as we are not blocked from seeing it and
appreciating it. That's why the superheroes
in our favorite stories are depicted as moral
forces, or forces for what is good and right.
From childhood and on into adulthood,
superheroes can remind us of the importance
of self-discipline, self-sacrifice, and using
our lives for something good and noble. They
can do this while also entertaining us.
Of course, most superhero stories are
not written to teach us a lesson. Usually,
they're just for fun. But they have probably
been around for so long and have continued
to be so popular, in part because they
speak to our hopes. We all aspire to make a
difference, to have a positive impact on the
world, and to be acknowledged for that
impact. Superheroes can keep that flame
alive in our hearts 2 when we read about
their missions 3 . But their stories also speak
to our fears in equally important ways.

Fear and the Superhero
6

and courage over adversity, and so they
show us that we can also confront and
overcome all these dangers and fears.
7

8

2 keep

4
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When we confront adversity in our lives,
we are often inclined to just give up and
find an easier path. But superheroes show
us that nothing worth doing is easy. They
don't accept defeat, and they won't ever give
up. They believe in themselves and their
causes, and they go all out4 to achieve their
goals. By showing us that even very powerful
people have to fight and struggle, they help
us deal with the fears that we all face. So,
it will be tough. So what? We can do it.

The Example of the Superhero

We all fear harm. That's just part of
being human. In addition, we are often
fascinated and worried about the unknown
future. By portraying the many different
kinds of harm that can enter our lives,
superhero stories address those fears.
Superheroes display the power of character
the flame alive in our hearts: to help maintain our
hope for something
3 mission: a task that someone feels responsible to do

8

The image of a superhero like Batman can inspire us to use our
lives for something good and noble.

Superheroes are obviously very gifted
individuals. This is true of Superman and
many others. But all of us are gifted in some
way. All of us have unique talents and powers.
If we can follow the superhero's example, we
can find the courage to develop and use those
gifts in our lives, despite any challenges.
go all out: to perform a task as well as possible

9

Superheroes are moral examples. Superman
can inspire us. Batman can keep us going
even when the going is very tough. SpiderMan can show us the importance of listening
to our conscience5 rather than the voices
around us. Daredevil can remind us that
our limitations do not need to hold us back,
and that we all have hidden strengths.
5 conscience:

10

The heroic path is sometimes lonely, but
it is always right. If we keep an image of
the superheroes in mind-their strength,
courage, and resolve-we may find it easier
to stay true to that path in the end. What
would Superman do? Go do your version of
it. The world always needs one more hero.

an inner sense of right and wrong

MAIN IDEAS
Read the sentences. Number the main ideas in the order they are developed
in the excerpt. (Use the subheadings in the excerpt to help you.)

__ a. By confronting dangers and adversity, superheroes teach us to face
our fears and never give up.
_ ._ b. The example of the superhero leads us to develop our own talents and
find strength in ourselves.
_1_ c.

A superhero is a powerful being with abilities beyond ordinary
humans and the desire help others and fight evil.

__ d. The image of the superhero is entertaining, but it also inspires us
to use our lives for something good.
__ e.

A character that has superpowers is not necessarily a superhero.
The character must also have the desire to do the right thing.

DETAILS
Answer these questions.
1. What do superheroes represent and help us deal with according to the

writers and artists who create them?

2. Do all superheroes have superpowers? If not, what powers do they have?
Superman

3. What did Plato believe about "good"?

Reading and Writing
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4. Why have superhero stories been popular for so long?

5. What are we inclined to do when we face adversity?

6. What specific lesson can the character Batman teach us?

e

ct

Critical Thinking

Question 2 in
this activity asks
you to explain a
quotation. Explaining
a statement shows
that you understand
what it means and
can put it in your
own words. This will
help you remember
information better.

WHAT

Do You THINK?

Discuss the questions in a group. Then choose one question and write freely
for five to ten minutes.

1. If you could have a superpower, would you want one? Why or why not?

2. Explain this statement from Reading 1: "... not every costumed crime
fighter is necessarily a hero, and not every character that has superpowers
is necessarily a superhero."
3. Reading 1 mentions several famous superheroes. Think of a superhero that
you are familiar with. How can that superhero inspire you?

READING 2 I Heroes in Real Life

VOCABULARY
Work with a partner. Read the bold word and the three definitions in each
row. Two of the definitions are similar and correct. A third is incorrect.
Cross out the incorrect definition.
Word
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Definitions

1. access (n.)

the ability to use
something

too much of
something

the easy
availability of
something

2. ultimately (adv.)

in the end

finally

the best

3. vision (n.)

an idea formed in
the imagination

a plan for
the future

a test of ability

4. primary (adj.)

lowest

main

most important

I What makes someone a hero?

Word

Definitions

5. allocate (v.)

to give something
for a specific
purpose

to assign money
or resources to a
project

to prevent
someone from
using something

6. proceeds (n.)

money from a sale

salary to an
employee

profits from
an event

7. customize (v.)

to make specially
for a particular
person

to do something
in the usual way

to change for a
special need

8. venture (v.)

to go somewhere
new and possibly
dangerous

to do something
without knowing
what will happen

to see something
from a distance

9. contamination (n.)

a loud noise

pollution

a dangerous
substance

10. participants (n.)

people who take
part in an activity

people who
do something
together

people who take
things apart

11. convene (v.)

to bring people
together

to meet or gather

to make
something easy

12. mentality (n.)

a way of thinking

a type of illness

a habit of the
mind

PREVIEW READING

2

You are going to read two articles from the CNN.com website, "CNN Heroes:
Everyday People Changing the World." Preview the articles.

• Read the titles of the articles on pages 12 and 13.
• Look at the pictures and read the captions.
What do you think the two people have done that makes them heroes?
Write your ideas.

1.

2.

Reading and Writing
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Read the article and confirm your predictions.

Everyday People Changing the World
From Love Kitten to Child Literacy
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia-At 19, Yohannes Gebregeorgis
(pronounced yo-HAN-es geh-bre-GYOR-gis) borrowed
a novel entitled Love Kitten that changed his life forever.
Born in rural Ethiopia, his father was an illiterate cattle
merchant who insisted that his son have an education . So
Gebregeorgis had seen a few books in school. But having
a book of his own sparked a lifelong commitment.
2

Today, Gebregeorgis is establishing libraries and literacy
programs to connect Ethiopian children with books. "Most
Ethiopian children [only have] access to textbooks in the
classroom ," says Gebregeorgis. "Books children read
outside of school , those are the spices of education."

3

Until he became a children's librarian, he didn't realize
what the children of his native home ·were missing. Arriving
in the United States in 1981, Gebregeorgis ultimately put
himself through college, obtaining a graduate degree in
library science. He took a position at the San Francisco
Children's Library in 1985. There, he met The Little Engine
That Could, Captain Ahab, and Peter Pan.1 He realized the
impact children's books could make on a child's sense of
wonder and vision. "Children could imagine everything from
books-connections to other cultures, to other people, to
other children, and to the universe at large. Reading gives
them hope. It gives them pleasure. It gives them everything
that they cannot otherwise get in regular textbooks."

4

But Gebregeorgis found that there were no children's
books in Amharic, the primary language of Ethiopia, and
none representing the places and characters of Ethiopian
lore2 • When the library allocated $1,200 for the purchase
of Ethiopian books, Gebregeorgis was unable to find
The Little Engine That Could, Captain Ahab, and Peter Pan: characters in
fa mous children's books.
2 lore: traditional stories and beliefs
I
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"I just wanted to come home to
Ethiopia and help children have a
future, have hope."

any, so he wrote one: Silly Mamma was the first bilingual
Amharic-English children's book, and its publication led
Gebregeorgis to establish the nonprofit organization
Ethiopia Reads in 1988. Using proceeds from book sales
and grassroots 3 book-a-thons4, the nonprofit organization
financed his efforts to bring children's libraries to Ethiopia.
5

In 2002, Gebregeorgis returned to Ethiopia with 15,000
books donated by the San Francisco Children's Library. With
them, he opened the Shola Children's Library in his Addis
Ababa home. Young readers quickly overwhelmed the threeroom home, requiring the addition of two large tents to provide
shade for hundreds at a time. "I just wanted to come back to
Ethiopia and help children have a future , have hope," says
Gebregeorgis. In addition to the original library, Ethiopia Reads
established the Awassa Reading Center and Ethiopia's first
Donkey Mobile Library: Gebregeorgis customized a donkeypulled trailer-cart that now makes weekly visits to rural villages.

6

Gebregeorgis reads storybooks to children who have no
access to television or computers and believes that literacy
and education will emancipate5 his impoverished land. "With
literate children there is no limit ... to how much we can do."

Cleaning Her Mountains One Bottle at a Time
7

TILCARA, Argentina-Carmen Salva's mission
may be ambitious, but her belief is simple: "It's never
too early to start caring for the land you live in and
grow up in. It's a great joy to know that I am preparing
a new generation to respect the environment."

8

That's why on Saturdays, Salva and a group of 60 to 100
students, parents, and teachers can be found venturing
into their mountains, trash bags in hand and llamas in
tow. They're part of Esperanza de Vida (Hope for Life),
Salva's youth environmental group that is trying to clean
up the surroundings, one plastic bottle at a time.

9

Salva was born and raised in the Jujuy (pronounced
hao:. whee) province of northern Argentina, an area known
for its rich culture and spectacular vistas. Despite its beauty,
3 grassroots: coming from

the people, not fro m a government or other authority
fund-raisi ng event-sponsors pay a set amount for each book
someone reads; the name comes from the word marathon
5 emancipate: to free someone from something

4 book-a-thon: a
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Salva says there's no real environmental consciousness in
her community. "We have a lot of issues to work on-the
problem of water contamination; there's so much trash,"
Salva says. "We can't just think that it will take care of itself."
Salva, a teacher in Jujuy for 20 years, says the environmental
\ issues aren't recent. Ten years ago, she and her students
noticed a lot of trash outside the school. "The parks surrounding
the school were littered with bottles." They began volunteering
with a government program , collecting and bagging waste in
the area. The program waned 6 after a year, and students and
teachers could no longer continue their environmental efforts.

10

11

"Our city had no formal recycling program ," says Salva,
so she began Esperanza de Vida in 1997 to organize and
lead young participants in "making our streets and our
environment cleaner." At first, the group's activities were
limited to cleaning parks near and around the school. But
the organization's efforts have expanded well beyond the
immediate area, and other Jujuy schools have joined in.
About 150 people now take part, including about 80 children.

12

Salva and fellow teachers have noticed their students
apply as much energy and commitment to the weekend
environmental activities as they do to their general subjects.
"Some even wait by my house on Saturday for the program
to begin," beams Salva.

13

The group convenes early in the morning to hike together
into the mountains, where they work for hours, picking up
trash and separating recyclables. On an average Saturday
cleanup, it's not unusual for the group to collect roughly 60
bags of trash for recycling, clearing thousands of bottles. The
llamas help carry the heavy load down from the mountains.
The local government helps to transport the collected
recyclables to the drop-off center, nearly 50 miles away.

14

Salva says the group is raising awareness, adding
new volunteers, and implementing new projects. The
children are even teaching their parents to care for the
environment around them . "It's a great joy to know that I am
preparing a new generation to respect the environment,"
says Salva. "Their children's children will have another
mentality, and our goal will be accomplished."
6 wane:

14
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"It's a great joy to know that I am
preparing a new generation to respect
the environment."

MAIN IDEAS
Complete the chart with information about Yohannes Gebregeorgis and
Carmen Salva.
Yohannes Gebregeorgis
1. Home country

Ethiopia
a teacher

2. Job
3. What made the
person interested
in the cause?

4. What was one of
the first things he
or she did?

Carmen Salva

After reading books like
Peter Pan, he realized

Ten years ago, she and
her students noticed

He wrote _ _ _ _ _ __

They began volunteering

which was _ __ _ _ __

collecting _ _ _ _ _ __

5. What organization
did he or she
create? When?
6. What is the
mission of the
organization?

To bring _ _ _ _ __ __

7. What is one major
accomplishment
the article
describes?

In 2002, he opened _ __

To organize and lead
participants _ _ _ _ __

On an average Saturday
cleanup, the group collects

Reading and Writing
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DETAILS
Correct these false statements.

Yohannes Gebregeorgis
1. He thinks the books that students read in class are the "spices of education."

2. He wrote Silly Mamma because he did not have enough money to buy books.

3. When the Shola Cpildren's Library opened, very few children came.

4. He believes that television and computers will free his impoverished land.

Carmen Salva
5. The Jujuy province is an area known for water contamination and trash.

6. Her organization's efforts are limited to the immediate area.

7. On Saturdays, the group hikes around the city, where they work for hours.

8. - The volunteers help to transport the recyclables to the drop-off center.

ct

WHAT Do You THINK?
A. Discuss the questions in a group. Then choose one question arid write
one paragraph in response.

1. Have you ever volunteered to do something to help your community?

If so, describe your experience. Ifnot, what kind of volunteer work could
you do?
2. Firefighters are often seen as heroes. What other people are seen as heroes
because of their profession? Why?

16
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3. Think of someone in the news who is a real-life hero. What makes this
person a hero?

B. Think about both Reading 1 and Reading 2 in this unit as you discuss
the questions.

1. How are real-life heroes like superheroes? How are they different?

2. Would you rather be a real-life hero or a superhero? Why?

Vocabulary Skill

Using the dictionary

I.

When you look up a word in the dictionary, you will find the definition of a word
and other information about the word and how it is used. Different dictionaries
may include slightly different information, but they are generally organized in a
similar way. Notice the different parts of this dictionary entry from the Oxford
Advanced American Dictionary for learners of English.

.. ~~
I. pronunciation I
syllable
division

~

em·bod·y /rm'badi/ ve~ lem.bod.ies, em .bod.y.ing, em
od.ied, em.bod.iedI 1 to express or r epresent an idea or
a qualIty SYN REPRESENT: - sth a polltlctan who em
the hopes 0
uth • be embodied in sth the principles
in the Dec/a~
of Human 'Rights 2 - sth Iformo~
em
o include or co
something: This model embodies many
_

I

spelling of irregular
word endings
.

. .

multiple definitions and
example sentences

~

new feature

part(s) of speech

,

~r~-o-rm-a-I-u-s-ag-e'l

All dictionary entries are from the Oxford Advanced Americon Dictionary for learners of English © Oxford University 2011

A. Look at the dictionary entry for mentality. Check (.,1') the information that
this entry has.
men·tal·j·ty fJ:iD/mm't"'latil noun [usually si ng.] (pl.
men.tal .i.ties) the particular attitude or way of thinking of a
person or group SYN MINDSET: I cannot understand the
mentality of video gamers . • a criminal/ghetto mentality :) see
also SIEGE MENTALITY

o
o
o
o

o

syllable division
pronunciation
partes) of speech
spelling of word endings
multiple definitions

o
o
o
o

example sentences
formal usage
synonyms
common collocation(s)
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e

B. Look at the dictionary entries. Answer the questions. Then compare your

for Success

The abbreviations
-5th and -5b mean
"something " and
"somebody." They
show you whether
a verb is followed
by a noun for a
thing (-5th), a person
(-5b), or both.

answers with a partner.

con·front

I'

/k;m'frAl1t/ verb

1 - sb/sth (of problems or a difficult situation) to appear
and need to be dealt with by someone: the economic
problems confronting the country. The government found itself
confronted by massive opposition. 2 - sth to deal with a
problem or difficult situation SYN FACE UPTO: She knew that
she had to confront her fears. 3 - sb to face someone so that
they cannot avoid seeing and hearing you, especially in an
unfriendly or dangerous situation: This was the first time he
had confronted an armed robber. 4 - sb with sb/sth to make
someone face or deal with an unpleasant or difficult person
or situation : He confronted her with a choice between her career
or th eir relationship. 5 be confronted with sth to have
som ething in front of you that you have to deal with or react
to: When confronted with a bear, stop and stay calm.

1. How many definitions does confront have? _ _ _ __ _ _ _

2. What synonym is given for confront? _ _ _ __ __ _
3. What common expression is given that uses confront?

in·her·ent

fJ:ZI!/m 'hn,mt; -'her-/ ad}. - (in sb/sth) that is a
basic or permanent part of someone or som ething and that
cannot be removed SYN I NTR I NSI C the difficulties inh erent in
a study of this type . Violence is inherent in our society. • an
inherent weakness in the design of th e machine ~ in .herent.ly fJ:ZI! adv.: an inherently unworkable system

4. What part of speech is inherent? _ _ _ __ _ __
Inherently? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5. What synonym is given for inherent? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
6. Where are the syllable divisions in inherently? Write the word and put
a slash (I) after each syllable. _ _ _ _ __ _ _
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con·strain tlm Ikan'streml

verb Iformal) 1 [usually
passivej - 5b to do 5th to force someone to do something
or behave in a particular way: Th e evidence was so compelling
that he felt constrained to acceptit. 2 [often passive] to restrict
or limit someone or something: - 5th Research has been
constrained by a lack offunds. • - 5b (from doing 5th) She felt
constrain ed from continuing by the th reat of losing her job.

7. In what form is constrain usually used? _ _ _ _ _ _----'__
8. How many example sentences are given for constrain?

9. What two words often follow wnstrain? _ _ _ _ __ __

a ·chieve·ment

I'

tlm/a'tJivmantl noun
1 [e] a thing that someone has done successfully, especially using their own effort and skill: the greatest scientific

achievement of the decade . It was a remarkable achievement
for such a young player. • They were proud of thei r children 's
achievements. :> collocations at ACHIEVE 2 [u] the act or
process of achieving something: the need to raise standards
of achievement in education. Even a small success gives yo u a
sense of achievement 1= a feeling of pride).

10. Where are the syllable divisions in achievement? Write the word and
put a slash (I) after each syllable. _ _ _ _ _ __
11. How many definitions does achievement have? _ __ _ _ _ _ __

12. What common collocation is given that uses achievement?

c.

Work with a partner. Look up words from Reading 1 and Reading 2 in
your dictionary. Take turns asking each other questions like the ones
in Activity B.
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A paragraph is a group of sentences that develops one main idea. The paragraph
usually begins with a topic sentence. It is developed with supporting sentences.'

Topic sentence
The topic sentence introduces the topic and contains a specific idea or opinion
about the topic, called the controlling idea. The topic sentence helps the reader
understand the purpose of the paragraph. In the sentence below, the purpose is to
define what a superhero is.
controlling idea

topic

I

II

I

A superhero is a powerful being who always tries to do the right thing.

Supporting sentences
To create unity, supporting sentences must all relate to the topic and give
information to support and develop the controlling idea. To create coherence,
they are organized in a logical way so there is a clear connection between the
ideas. Often transition words like first, in addition, and for example are used to
show the relationship between the supporting sentences.

Concluding sentence
A paragraph usually ends with a concluding sentence. This sentence summarizes
the paragraph or restates the controlling idea presented in the topic sentence.

e

A. Read the paragraph. Then follow the steps on page 21 to analyze it.

for Success

To check if a
supporting sentence
relates to the
controlling idea,
read the supporting
sentence and then
reread the topic
sentence to see
the connection .

Successful people share three common qualities that allow them to stand
out. First, people wHo are successful are organized. They don't waste time,
and they work in ways that maximize their efficiency. They also work
longer hours. Second, they are focused and single-minded. They can see
where they want to go and only do the things that will get them there. For
example, when they are working on something, they don't get lost in the
details or overwhelmed by the tasks they need to do. Finally, people who are
successful must be able to set and accomplish goals. Knowing what they want
helps them to stay both organized and focused. Not many people succeed
without these qualities, but these behaviors can be learned and improved....
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1. Find the topic sentence. Underline the topic. Circle the controlling idea.
2. One sentence doesn't contribute to the unity of the paragraph because it
doesn't develop the topic. Draw a line through it.
3. Circle the transition words that contribute to the coherence of
the paragraph.
4. The paragraph doesn't have a concluding sentence. Circle the ,best sentence
below. Why is it the best choice?
Successful people
are organized.

a. Anyone can stand out if they develop their organization, focus ,
and goals.
b. The most important quality is setting goals because it affects the others.
c. People who are successful are organized, focused, and set goals.

B. Work with a partner. Read the sentences and number them to make a
meaningful paragraph. First, identify the topic sentence. Then, order the
supporting sentences to create unity and coherence. Finally, identify the
concluding sentence.

__ a.

First, superheroes engage in all kinds of activities that we wish we
could experience, but don't usually have the chance to do.

__ b. In addition, they are admirable because they do work that is
meaningful and helpful to others.
__ c.

l

Superheroes remain popular because they both entertain and inspire.

d. For example, they get to drive fast, play with cool gadgets, and even
fly through the air or climb tall buildings. Who wouldn't enjoy those
kinds of thrills?

__ e.

Whether or not we get to live out this fantasy, superheroes will always
be fascinating because they act out these opportunities for us and
allow us to dream.

__ f.

Finally, and most importantly, they appeal to our desire to be more
than we are and to conquer our' fears.

__ g.

If we had to face extraordinary adversity, we want to believe that we
would have the strength and courage of a superhero.

l

h. Most of us will never feel like we are saving the world, but
superheroes often do things that save the planet or at least a city,
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l. Restrictive relative clauses* describe or identify nouns. Usually, they directly

follow nouns, noun phrases, or indefinite pronouns (something, everyone, etc.).
noun

adjective clause

I

I

A hero is someone who embodies the best human qualities.
Superheroes face questions that we will face someday.

2. Most relative clauses begin with a relative pronoun.
• Use who or that after nouns for people.

[

A hero is a person who performs great acts.
Ordinary people that we each know can be heroes.

• Use that or which after nouns for things. (Which usually sounds more formal.)

[

Comic books that tell stories about superheroes are very popular.
Superheroes do things which we would like to be able to do.

3. You can think of a sentence with a relative clause as a combination of two
sentences about the same noun.
• In a subject relative clause, the relative pronoun stands for the subject of the
clause. It is followed by a verb.
A hero is someone. + lie or she embodies the best human qualities. =
subject + verb

I

I

A hero is someone who embodies the best human qualities.

• In an object relative clause, the relative pronoun stands for the object of the
clause. The relative pronoun is followed by a subject + verb.
Superheroes face questions. + We will face the questions someday. =
object + subject + verb
I
I

Superheroes face questions that we will face someday.

4. In object relative clauses, the relative pronoun can be omitted.

[

Ordinary people that we each know can be heroes.
Superheroes do things whieh we would like to be able to do.

"Also called identify ing adjective clauses
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A. Underline the relative clause in each sentence. Circle the noun or noun
phrase it identifies.

1. Not every~rac~ that has superpowers is necessarily a superhero.

2. Some superheroes possess abilities which they have developed to a
superhuman level.
3. At 19, Yohannes Gebregeorgis borrowed a novel that changed his life forever.
4. His father was an illiterate cattle merchant who insisted that his son have
an education.
5. He reads storybooks to children who have no access to television.
6. Salva started a youth environmental group which is trying to clean up the city.
7. The trash Salva's group collects is carried away by llamas.

B. Combine each pair of sentences using a restrictive relative clause with
who, that, or which. Use the words in bold to help you.
1. We all aspire to do something. Other people will respect it.

We all aspire to do something that other people will respect.

2. A superhero helps people. They cannot help themselves.

3. Superheroes engage in activities. We would like to experience them.

4. To me, a person is a hero. He inspires others to do good deeds.

5. Reading books for pleasure gives students something. They cannot get it
in regular textbooks.

6. Caring for the environment is something. We can all do it.

7. Someone is a generous person. He or she donates money to charity.

c. Which sentences in Activity B can omit the relative pronoun? Cross out
the relative pronoun if it can be omitted.
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Write an analysis paragraph

I

In this assignment, you will write an analysis paragraph. As you prepare
your paragraph, think about the Unit Question, "What makes someone
a hero?" and refer to the Self-Assessment checklist on page 26. Use
information from Readings 1 and 2 and your work in this unit to support
your ideas.
For alternative unit assignments, see the Q: Skills for Success Teacher's Handbook.

PLAN AND WRITE
A. BRAINSTORM

Follow these steps to gather ideas for your essay.

l. In the chart below, list three people who you think are heroes. Describe the

qualities that they possess and give an example of their accomplishments.
Person

Qualities

Accomplishments

1.

2.

3.

2. Compare the people in your chart. What qualities do they share? How are
their accomplishments similar or different?
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B.

m::!.ilII

Use your ideas from Activity A to make an outline for a paragraph
in which you analyze what makes someone a hero. Look back at the
Writing Skill on page 20 to help you.

1. Write a topic sentence with a specific controlling idea.

e

for Success

Outlines help you
put your ideas in
order. Often when
you write an outline
for a paragraph, you
include the topic
sentence, notes
about the important
supporting details,
and the concluding
sentence.

2. Think about how to organize your supporting ideas so they have unity
and cohesion.

A. __________________________________________________

B.

-

- - -- --

- - - - -- -- -- -- - -- - - -- --

c. __________________________________________________

D. __________________________________________________

3. Summarize your ideas in the concluding sentence.

E. __________________________________________________

c. '@ihjij

Write your paragraph. Use your outline from Activity B and ideas
from your knowledge, experience, and reading. Include relative clauses
where appropriate. You may also use transition words in the box below
to help connect your ideas. Look at the Self-Assessment checklist on
page 26 to guide your writing.

In addition,

Also,

For example,

For instance,

First,

Second,

Finally,

Most importantly,
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REVISE AND EDIT
A. PEER REVIEW Read a partner's paragraph. Answer the questions and
discuss your answers with your partner.
l. Does the paragraph explain what m akes som eone a hero?

2. W hat qualities of a hero does the paragraph develop?
3. Are the supporting sentences organized in a logical way? Do they all
develop the topic sentence?
4. Do you agree with the writer's ideas about what makes someone a hero?

B.

';EWJjOi4

C.

I:EIiJ

Review the answers to the questions in Activity A. You may
want to revise and rewrite your paragraph.

Complete the Self-Assessment checklist as you prepare to write
the final draft of your paragraph. Be prepared to hand in your work or
discuss it in class.
SELF-ASSESSMENT
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0

0

Does the paragraph have a topic sentence with a clear controlling idea?

0
0

0
0

Are there enough details to support the topic sentence?

0
0

0
0

If transition words are included, are they used appropriately? .

0

0

Did you check the essay for punctuation, spelling, and grammar?

Are relative clauses used correctly?

Does the essay include vocabulary from the unit?

I What makes someone a hero?

Circle the words you learned in this unit.
Nouns

Verbs

Adjectives

access j> fm"l!
achievement j> fm"l!
adversity
contamination
mentality fm"l!
participant !im!
proceeds fm"l!
resolve fm"l!
version j> fm"l!
vision j> fm"l!

allocate fm"l!
aspire (to)
confront j>
convene fm"l!
customize
embody
pursue j> .
venture j>

acknowledged (for) !im!
constrained
inclined fm"l!
primary j> r;m!
Adverbs

inherently r;m!
ultimately j> r;m!

j> Oxford 3000'Mwords
fm"l! Academic Word Li st
For more information on the Oxford 3000'Mand the AWL, see page xi.

Check (1') the skills you learned. If you need more work on a skill, refer to the
page(s) in parentheses.

READING
VOCABULARY
WRITING

I can preview and predict the content of a text. (p. 6)
I can understand the organization of a dictionary entry.
(p.17)
I can write a well -structured paragraph. (p. 20)
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